I want to control my poultry house very
easily and CONAN is very very easy,
just using default options

CONAN
Patented System

Integral automatic control of environmental
conditions of the poultry houses
I want to control of my poultry house
exactly as I choose and CONAN is a tailormade program, so many features are
available.

The option to control feed
consumption its offered

Can be ventilated using static
(cross ventilation) or dynamic
ventilation (tunnel)

They offer me remote assistance
service to help with maintenance
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There are many options for easy
maintenance. I can see and test
myself running my poultry house

CONAN software allows me to put a value for each maximum and
minimum alarm probe respect to the desired one, even by water
consumption in order to avoid the warehouse flood

Conan improves a better
quality of life and if something
is going wrong, our farmer
receive immediately an alarm
warning

I can see graphical statistics any
day any cycle
I feel safe with CONAN. If something
happens, even in case of damage, then
I get a voice call and also a message
warning me what happens

When we arrive to the farm (day 0)
everything is ready to go and with
the proper conditions

Everyday, at the desired time, I get by email
the status of the poultry house, with a full probe
report

I can even get on my phone an email with an extra
automatic report anytime, regardless of usual report

We have a camera in the farm and our
farmer watches out our wellfare and he
can check /see us any moment, even if
he is on a trip

Conan controls all we need, temperature,
humidity, light, ventilation, windows/courtains,
cooling, CO2 and a central weather station
outside to have weather conditions report

Using historical report you can see everything
that happened second to second

From home I can test everything
and using the password I can
change what I need
Every 24 hours a backup is
done

Savings in electrical consumption
because CONAN spends just
imperative
- Conan controls up to 32 fans distributed
in 8 groups
- Up to 10 windows/courtains, 4 heaters,
2 high/low pressure nozzles

I can control up to 3 adjacent
poultry houses using the same
computer

- 8 Temperature probes, 2 humidity
probes
- Cooling system up to 5 different groups
- Up to 8 different lighting cycles with
option of sunrise-sunset simulation
- As an option we offer different gas
probes - CO2, ammonia (H3N) or
hydrogen sulfide (H2S)- to test levels in
the farm
- In the same way we offer as an option
vacuum probe

I have the option that computer
learns to improve the performance
of my poultry house
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CONAN takes care of our security and
protects our lives

When heating is running,
conan change the ventilation
option to avoid heat losses and
avoid to get a bad cold
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Just a look at my computer and I know
the poultry house status

I can be calm, others rely on
Windows systems, CONAN have
another MAIN BOARD that
monitors the system and takes
over if Windows Operative System
fails, there are also other boards
that control windows/courtains in
case of emergency

